
MATRIX ADDENDUM

A pitcher can only pitch either:

(a) A MAJOR - (b) A SUBSTANTIAL- (c) 2 MINORS per day.

 Any player pitching a MAJOR is not eligible to play in another fielding position in that game,
and will be required to complete one calendar days rest before any battery assignment (eg
pitchers throwing a MAJOR on Saturday may not pitch/catch again until Monday). The
pitcher must also complete one games rest before any further participation other than as a
pinch hitter or pinch runner.

 A pitcher reaching a SUBSTANTIAL is not eligible to pitch again that day or play in another
fielding position in that game except first base or second base

 No rest is required for a pitcher after a MINOR. However, if the MINOR is proceeded by
another pitching assignment (i.e. double header) the player is not eligible to play in another
fielding position in that game and must complete one (1) game rest before any further
participation other than pinch hitter or pinch runner.

Definition of games rest shall be your teams next scheduled game time slot.
Overnight shall be interpreted as one slot.

LITTLE LEAGUE ONLY – No Little League pitchers shall throw curve balls. Any curve ball thrown
and acknowledged by umpire the following applies.
 No Runners On

o Wait and see what happens. If a hit then the play stands but the umpire will only
protect one base and a warning is given to the pitcher and the manager.

o If a strike, a ball or the batter is out, call a ball and a warning is given to the pitcher
and the manager. No visit charged.

 Runners On
o Wait and see what happens. If a hit and all runners advance safely at least one

base, umpires will only protect the one base, then the play stands and a warning is
given to the pitcher and manager.

o If a strike, the batter is out or a ball, then a balk is called, all runners advance one
base and a warning given to the pitcher and the manager.

o No visit charged
o If the same pitcher again throws a curve ball in the game and is acknowledged by

the umpire then the pitcher is removed from the game and the manager is ejected
with the above situations being enforced.

SENIOR AND BIG LEAGUE –
 Managers may nominate up to FOUR (4) pitchers for the tournament that shall be required

to meet a minimum of TWO (2) assignments or a minimum of 40% defensive outs.
 EITHER 2 SUBSTANTIALS OR ONE MAJOR PLUS ANOTHER OUTING
 These players names are to be submitted in writing, to the Tournament Director at the

Managers Meeting, before the tournament starts.


